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Aim of the Day

• Morning
• Types of data

• Linear data analysis

• Longitudinal models
• Pooled cross-sectional models, i.e., Ordinary Least Squares

• Panel Data Methods: Random and Fixed Effects linear models

• Afternoon
• Practice running models on data

• Work on research questions



Types of data
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• A data set containing observations on multiple phenomena 
observed at a single point in time is called cross-sectional data

• A data set containing observations on a single phenomenon 
observed over multiple time periods is called time series data

• Observations on multiple phenomena over multiple time 
periods are panel data

• Cross sectional and time series data are one- dimensional, panel 
data are two-dimensional

– Panel data can be used to answer both longitudinal and cross-
sectional questions!



Why analyse longitudinal data?

• Investigate change
• Must use repeated measures
• The “snapshot” versus the “movie”
• Study “flows” as well as “stocks”

• Temporal ordering of events/inference/causality

• Essentially, longitudinal data allow us to observe how events evolve

• Example: Youth mental wellbeing
• Cross-sectional analysis shows steady 20% of young people have poor mental wellbeing

• What percentage has persistent poor mental wellbeing?
• How much transition is there?

• Longitudinal analysis will help answer these questions and provide more context
• Time-varying characteristics/circumstances, e.g. age, weight, family structure, height(?), etc.
• What prior events may be associated with increases or decreases in mental wellbeing?



Things to know when working with 
longitudinal data 
• Time unit or how often are data collected

• Birth Cohorts tend to collect data less frequently
• Key developmental periods or transitions

• Panel data collect more frequently
• Annually or biennually

• However, some measures have different collection schedules

• Unit of analysis
• Understanding Society is a household study but follows individuals

• Units of analysis can be households or individuals, however much harder to conduct 
longitudinal household analysis

• Sample Selection and Refreshments/Boosts



Longitudinal analysis methodological 
considerations (1)
• Assumptions not met

• Independence of measures
• Longitudinal analysis is repeated measures of the same variables 

• Observations close together are more similar than those far apart, e.g., measures of mental health at 
waves 1 and 2 are likely to be more similar than waves 1 and 10

• Validity issues
• Power: Is the sample size sufficient or could findings be due to chance?
• Internal: Confidence in operationalized relationship, could there be alternative explanations, 

i.e., confounders?
• External: Generalisability of the findings
• Construct: Operationalization of constructs, are you measuring what you think you are 

measuring?

• Attrition
• Different ways to account for attrition based on whether attrition is random or systematic



Longitudinal analysis methodological 
considerations (2)
• When are data collected

• Prospectively
• Retrospectively
• While both require some recall by respondents, prospective is usually over a much shorter 

time
• May be some longer recall needed, e.g., employment, relationship or behavioural histories

• Panel conditioning
• Questions asked lead to changes in behaviour or attitudes
• Freezing attitudes
• More honest reporting of social desirable behaviours
• Improved understanding of interviewing procedures
• Motivation

• Type of outcome
• Continuous
• Categorical



Linear Regression



Visualisation

• One of the best ways to get to know the data is through visualisation 
and graphical methods
• Scatterplots

• Histograms

• Time plots

• Normal quantile plots





OLS Equation



Pooled Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)

Example 1

yi = mental health

x1 = sex

x2 = age

x3 = parental mental health status

x4 = digital technology use

x5 = physical health

Example 2

yi = hourly pay

x1 = sex

x2 = age

x3 = education

x4 = job tenure

x5 = industry

x6 = region

Value of dependent 

variable for individual i 

at time t 

(LHS variable)

Value of 

explanatory 

variable 1 for 

person i at time 

t

Coefficient on    

variable 1

Residual 

(disturbance, error 

term)

Total no. of explanatory 

variables (RHS variables 

or regressors) is n

Intercept 

(constant)





When is OLS appropriate?

• When you have a continuous dependent variable
• E.g., you would use it to estimate regressions for height, but not for whether 

a person has a university degree.

• When the assumptions are not obviously violated

• As a first step in research to get ball-park estimates



Any questions?
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Panel Data Methods



Terms to know

• Endogenous/Endogeneity
• When the independent variable (RHS/predictor):

• Both explains the dependent variable (LHS/outcome) and is explained by the dependent variable
• Ex 1: Adolescent mental health and social media use
• Ex 2: Changes in family structure and financial strain

• Correlated with the error term(s)

• Sources
• Omitted variables
• Reverse causation
• Measurement error

• Exogenous/Exogeneity = External
• When independent variables (RHS/predictor) are:

• Independent of all of the factors we cannot control
• Either due to lack of measured data or are unknown

• Not correlated with the error term(s)



More terms!

•Heterogeneity 
• Differences between units, in our case individuals or 

household
• Two types

• Observed = what is measured and included in model
• Unobserved = Omitted variable bias

• Important explanatory factors that are not included in the regression 
model

• Also a part of exogeneity
• Not relevant if omitted variables are independent of the other 

explanatory variables in the regression model



What can we do with panel models that we 
can’t with OLS?
• Repeated observations allow us to parse out two error terms

• Within error

• Between error

• Control for omitted variable bias/unobserved heterogeneity

• Account for auto-correlation: multiple observations that are 
correlated
• We take into account nested structure
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What else can we do with panel data?

• Provide better estimates compared to cross-sectional models

• Estimate causal models
• Allows temporal ordering of variables 

• Model durations (time spent in state) as opposed to the stock of 
people in a state at any given time



Challenges of panel data

• Attrition – where have all the participants gone?
• mortality
• temporary drop-out
• did not participate, untraceable, refused to be interviewed

• Costs of panel maintenance
• Keeping in touch with and tracing respondents
• Incorporating new issues can be an issue 

• The data structures are quite complex



Sample size across waves: 
Adult respondents by sex
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Sample size across waves: 
Youth respondents by sex



Analysing panel data: Issue of variation

• Samples with repeated observations on the same individuals have 
two sources of variation: between and within
• Between: individuals are systematically different from one another

• One individual lives in London, one lives in Scotland

• The developmental stage of one child age 5 is different than that of another age 5 child

• Individual’s behaviours, attitudes and circumstances change between 
observations

• The individual who lived in London now lives in Manchester

• A young person’s use of social media increases



Time-varying, time-invariant or trend?

• Those which vary between individuals but hardly ever over time
• Sex

• Ethnicity

• The type of primary school you attended (once you’ve become an adult)

• Those which vary over time, but not between individuals
• The retail price index

• National unemployment rates

• Age, in a cohort study

• Those which vary both over time and between individuals
• Digital technology use

• Health

• Marital status



Break
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How to think about two sources of variation in 
panel data...Starting with between variation

PID Time Variable Individual  Mean Overall Mean Overall Variation Between Variation

i t 

1 1 5 10 12 -7 -2

1 2 16 10 12 4 -2

1 3 9 10 12 -3 -2

2 1 16 16 12 4 4

2 2 16 16 12 4 4

2 3 16 16 12 4 4

3 1 13 10 12 1 -2

3 2 7 10 12 -5 -2

3 3 10 10 12 -2 -2

Between variation: How does an individual vary, on average, from 
the sample mean?



How to think about two sources of variation in 
panel data...next is within variation

PID Time Variable Individual  
Mean

Overall Mean Overall Variation Within Variation Modified Within 
Variation

i t 

1 1 5 10 12 -7 -5 7

1 2 16 10 12 4 6 16

1 3 9 10 12 -3 -1 11

2 1 16 16 12 4 0 16

2 2 16 16 12 4 0 16

2 3 16 16 12 4 0 16

3 1 13 10 12 1 3 15

3 2 7 10 12 -5 -3 9

3 3 10 10 12 -2 0 12

Within variation: How does an individual vary at any particular 
time point from their individual mean?



Stata example

• First need to tell Stata that data is time series

Period between observations in units of the time variable

Cases not observed for 

every time period

                delta:  1 unit

        time variable:  wave, 1 to 10, but with gaps

       panel variable:  pid (unbalanced)

. xtset pid wave



         within                .7382131  -1.698902   7.134431   T-bar = 2.69617

         between               1.004017          1          7       n =   13853

yphlf    overall    2.134431   1.178516          1          7       N =   37350

                                                               

         within                2.389333  -2.350389   23.64961   T-bar = 1.60417

         between               5.343242          0         34       n =   11952

ypsdqt~v overall    10.64961    5.72345          0         35       N =   19173

                                                               

         within                .5825624  -.4409194   7.159081   T-bar = 2.33289

         between               .7565879          1          9       n =   11917

ypnetcht overall    2.559081    .900943          1          9       N =   27801

                                                               

         within                1.240023   9.136702   16.20337   T-bar = 2.71506

         between               1.491084          9         16       n =   13894

age_dv   overall     12.5367   1.695529          9         16       N =   37723

                                                               

         within                .0151559   .6993507   2.332684   T-bar = 2.71505

         between               .4998396          1          2       n =   13897

ypsex    overall    1.499351   .5000062          1          2       N =   37731

                                                               

         within                1.236576   1.315136   9.315136   T-bar = 2.71505

         between               2.914044          1         10       n =   13897

wave     overall    4.915136   2.820903          1         10       N =   37731

                                                                               

Variable                Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max      Observations

. xtsum wave ypsex age_dv ypnetcht ypsdqtd_dv yphlf

Non-missing 

observations  for 

that variable

Number of 

individuals

Average number 

of time-points

Min & max refer to 

averages for each xi

Min & max refer to individual 

deviation from own averages, 

with global averages added back 

in. 



         within                .7382131  -1.698902   7.134431   T-bar = 2.69617

         between               1.004017          1          7       n =   13853

yphlf    overall    2.134431   1.178516          1          7       N =   37350

                                                               

         within                2.389333  -2.350389   23.64961   T-bar = 1.60417

         between               5.343242          0         34       n =   11952

ypsdqt~v overall    10.64961    5.72345          0         35       N =   19173

                                                               

         within                .5825624  -.4409194   7.159081   T-bar = 2.33289

         between               .7565879          1          9       n =   11917

ypnetcht overall    2.559081    .900943          1          9       N =   27801

                                                               

         within                1.240023   9.136702   16.20337   T-bar = 2.71506

         between               1.491084          9         16       n =   13894

age_dv   overall     12.5367   1.695529          9         16       N =   37723

                                                               

         within                .0151559   .6993507   2.332684   T-bar = 2.71505

         between               .4998396          1          2       n =   13897

ypsex    overall    1.499351   .5000062          1          2       N =   37731

                                                               

         within                1.236576   1.315136   9.315136   T-bar = 2.71505

         between               2.914044          1         10       n =   13897

wave     overall    4.915136   2.820903          1         10       N =   37731

                                                                               

Variable                Mean   Std. Dev.       Min        Max      Observations

. xtsum wave ypsex age_dv ypnetcht ypsdqtd_dv yphlf

Most variation 

is “between”, 

because up 

until recently 

changing 

gender was not 

allowed in the 

data

High “within” variation 

as changes in mental 

wellbeing occur within 

an individual between 

waves



How does panel data methods address 
variation?

• Extending the pooled OLS equation we saw earlier, we break the error term 
down into two components:

• ui : Unobserved heterogeneity – between variation
• Captures all variation at individual level not controlled for by all the Xs in model

• Specific to time point = time invariant

• εi: Unobserved predictors that are specific to time point and unit 
• Includes measurement error

• If ui varies by individuals over time, there is not much we can do it about it

• BUT: if it only varies by individual, we can look at one dimension of variation 
(time) holding individual constant to get unbiased estimates



Fixed Effects vs Random Effects?

• Fixed Effects Models
• Assume correlated heterogeneity: unobserved variables are positively 

correlated with both time-invariant and time-varying variables

• ui is fixed over time

• Random Effects Models
• Assume unobserved variables are not correlated with the variables in the 

models

• ui is random disturbance at individual level



Advantages of fixed effects

• Adjust for
• Unobserved heterogeneity
• Dynamics

• Serial correlation: values of one time are correlated with values from another 
time within individuals

• Heteroskedasticity & contemporaneous correlation
• Heteroskedasticity = variation in errors between individuals
• Contemporaneous correlation = correlated errors of two or more 

individuals at the same time, e.g. members of a household
• Nonstationarity

• Means, variances, and autocovariances of panel data must be stationary
• Use first difference, include one-period lag of dependent variables

• Trends
• Trends in each individual which depart from annual shocks captured by year 

dummies



Between estimator

• It’s inefficient
• It doesn’t use as much information as is available in the data (only uses means)

• Assumption required: that ui is uncorrelated with xi

• Easy to see why: if they were correlated, how could one decide how much of the 
variation in y to attribute to the x’s (via the betas) as opposed to the correlation?

• Can’t estimate effects of variables where mean is invariant over 
individuals

• Age in a cohort study

• Macro-level variables

Can’t separate u and e

Individual-specific, fixed over time

Varies over time, usual assumptions apply 
(mean zero, homoscedastic, uncorrelated with 
x or u or itself)

Means of all 
observations for 
person i



Fixed effects (within estimator)

• Allows us to “net out” time-invariant unobserved characteristics, ui

• Ignores between-group variation – so it’s an inefficient estimator

• However, few assumptions are required, so FE is generally consistent and 
unbiased

• Disadvantage: can’t estimate the effects of any time-invariant variables

What you get when you 
subtract between estimation 
model from extended pooled 
OLS model



Advantages of random effects

• Includes time-invariant variables such as sex or social class 
background which may be of most interest

• Gain efficiency in our estimates (smaller standard errors)

• Estimates become generalizable to other populations



Random effects estimator

• Weighted average of within and between models

• Assumption required: that ui is uncorrelated with xi

• Uses both within- and between-group variation, so makes best use of 
the data and is efficient

• But unless the assumption holds that ui is uncorrelated with xi , it is 
inconsistent

θ measures the 

weight given to 

between-group 

variation, and is 

derived from the 

variances of ui

and ε



Any questions?
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Example: Social Media Use 
and Life Satisfaction –
Pooled OLS

• OLS simply treats within- and 
between-group variation as 
the same

• Data is pooled across waves

                                                                              

       _cons     1.967513   .0278157    70.73   0.000     1.912993    2.022033

      ypnpal    -.0009237   .0002839    -3.25   0.001    -.0014802   -.0003672

              

          5      .5069225   .0418242    12.12   0.000     .4249448    .5889001

          4      .2316872   .0259364     8.93   0.000     .1808506    .2825238

          2     -.1508015   .0163949    -9.20   0.000    -.1829363   -.1186667

          1     -.0799512   .0272575    -2.93   0.003    -.1333774    -.026525

    ypnetcht  

              

         15      .3251865   .0285943    11.37   0.000     .2691402    .3812328

         14      .2912148   .0284863    10.22   0.000     .2353802    .3470495

         13       .192947   .0285057     6.77   0.000     .1370742    .2488198

         12      .1039183   .0291036     3.57   0.000     .0468736     .160963

         11      .0216554   .0302966     0.71   0.475    -.0377276    .0810383

      age_dv  

              

     2.ypsex     .1487477   .0144358    10.30   0.000     .1204528    .1770425

                                                                              

       yphlf        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    37626.1456    26,779  1.40506164   Root MSE        =    1.1629

                                                   Adj R-squared   =    0.0375

    Residual    36201.8461    26,768  1.35242999   R-squared       =    0.0379

       Model    1424.29954        11  129.481776   Prob > F        =    0.0000

                                                   F(11, 26768)    =     95.74

      Source         SS           df       MS      Number of obs   =    26,780

. reg yphlf i.ypsex i.age_dv ib3.ypnetcht ypnpal



F test that all u_i=0: F(11685, 15083) = 2.57                Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                              

         rho    .57090476   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    .89555384

     sigma_u    1.0329913

                                                                              

       _cons     1.726878   .1845196     9.36   0.000     1.365197    2.088559

      ypnpal    -.0006152   .0003739    -1.65   0.100     -.001348    .0001176

              

          5      .2922053   .0449799     6.50   0.000     .2040392    .3803714

          4      .1310591   .0278544     4.71   0.000     .0764611    .1856571

          2     -.1000113   .0184865    -5.41   0.000     -.136247   -.0637755

          1     -.0638418   .0318549    -2.00   0.045    -.1262813   -.0014023

    ypnetcht  

              

         15      .5279964   .0318189    16.59   0.000     .4656276    .5903652

         14      .4535118   .0306176    14.81   0.000     .3934976    .5135261

         13      .3071437   .0296584    10.36   0.000     .2490095    .3652778

         12      .1427151   .0290704     4.91   0.000     .0857336    .1996967

         11      .0530054   .0290453     1.82   0.068     -.003927    .1099378

      age_dv  

              

     2.ypsex     .3861552   .3491443     1.11   0.269    -.2982101     1.07052

                                                                              

       yphlf        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1016                        Prob > F          =     0.0000

                                                F(11,15083)       =      79.27

     overall = 0.0310                                         max =          7

     between = 0.0213                                         avg =        2.3

     within  = 0.0547                                         min =          1

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: pid                             Number of groups  =     11,686

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs     =     26,780

. xtreg yphlf i.ypsex i.age_dv ib3.ypnetcht ypnpal, fe

Example: Social Media Use and Life 
Satisfaction – Fixed Effects

“u” and “e” are the two parts 

of the error term 



Example: Social Media Use and Life Satisfaction – Random Effects

                                                                              

         rho    .41161805   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    .89555384

     sigma_u    .74904729

                                                                              

       _cons     1.917745   .0267144    71.79   0.000     1.865386    1.970104

      ypnpal    -.0007061   .0002654    -2.66   0.008    -.0012262    -.000186

              

          5      .3872683   .0382882    10.11   0.000     .3122248    .4623119

          4      .1840374   .0236189     7.79   0.000     .1377452    .2303296

          2     -.1311657   .0152092    -8.62   0.000    -.1609752   -.1013561

          1     -.0789591   .0255251    -3.09   0.002    -.1289875   -.0289308

    ypnetcht  

              

         15      .3998286   .0257294    15.54   0.000     .3493998    .4502573

         14      .3516339     .02535    13.87   0.000     .3019487     .401319

         13      .2347376   .0250446     9.37   0.000     .1856511    .2838242

         12      .1133569   .0251412     4.51   0.000      .064081    .1626328

         11      .0270252    .025703     1.05   0.293    -.0233518    .0774022

      age_dv  

              

     2.ypsex     .1525622   .0184782     8.26   0.000     .1163456    .1887788

                                                                              

       yphlf        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2       =     0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(11)     =    1158.35

     overall = 0.0369                                         max =          7

     between = 0.0255                                         avg =        2.3

     within  = 0.0529                                         min =          1

R-sq:                                           Obs per group:

Group variable: pid                             Number of groups  =     11,686

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs     =     26,780

. xtreg yphlf i.ypsex i.age_dv ib3.ypnetcht ypnpal, re



Let’s Compare
Pooled OLS Fixed Effects Random Effects

Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE

Female (Ref = Male) 0.149*** 0.014 0.386 0.349 0.153*** 0.018

Age (Ref = 10)

11 0.022 0.030 0.053 0.029 0.027 0.026

12 0.104*** 0.029 0.143*** 0.029 0.113*** 0.025

13 0.193*** 0.029 0.307*** 0.030 0.235*** 0.025

14 0.291*** 0.028 0.454*** 0.031 0.352*** 0.025

15 0.325*** 0.029 0.528*** 0.032 0.400*** 0.026

Social Media (Ref = 1-3 hours)

None -0.080*** 0.027 -0.064* 0.032 -0.079*** 0.026

Less than an hour -0.151*** 0.016 -0.100*** 0.018 -0.131*** 0.015

4-6 hours 0.232*** 0.026 0.131*** 0.028 0.184*** 0.024

7+ hours 0.507*** 0.042 0.292*** 0.045 0.387*** 0.038

Number of friends -0.0009 0.0002 -0.0006 0.0004 -0.0007*** 0.0003



R2 Comparison

Pooled OLS Fixed Effects Random Effects

Within R2 0.055 0.053

Between R2 0.021 0.026

Overall R2 0.038 0.031 0.037

• R2 are similar

• Fixed and random estimators maximise within 
and between R2 respectively. 



What to use 
FE or RE?

• Can use Hausman test to 
determine

• Hypothesis H0: ui is 
uncorrelated with xi

• Hypothesis H1: ui is 
correlated with xi

• Fixed effects is consistent 
under both H0 and H1

• Random effects is 
efficient, and consistent 
under H0 (but inconsistent 
under H1)

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

                          =       87.09

                 chi2(11) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

                                                                              

      ypnpal     -.0006152    -.0007061        .0000908        .0002634

          5       .2922053     .3872683        -.095063        .0236052

          4       .1310591     .1840374       -.0529783        .0147653

          2      -.1000113    -.1311657        .0311544        .0105085

          1      -.0638418    -.0789591        .0151173        .0190579

    ypnetcht  

         15       .5279964     .3998286        .1281678        .0187199

         14       .4535118     .3516339         .101878        .0171701

         13       .3071437     .2347376        .0724061        .0158868

         12       .1427151     .1133569        .0293582        .0145948

         11       .0530054     .0270252        .0259802        .0135272

      age_dv  

     2.ypsex      .3861552     .1525622        .2335929         .348655

                                                                              

                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.

                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

                      Coefficients     

. hausman fixed random

Random effects rejected (inconsistent) 
in favour of fixed effects (consistent 
but inefficient)



Any questions?
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LUNCH!
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Information needed for Reimbursements

• Email to cbooker@essex.ac.uk
• Home address

• Telephone number

• Bank name and address

• IBAN

• Account Number

• Name on account if different from email

mailto:cbooker@essex.ac.uk


Restaurants

• Bambu - Vietnamese

• Mirra – Turkish

• Naka Thai

• Green Room

• Church Street Tavern

• Al Pacino – Italian

• Bellapais – Steakhouse/Greek

• Kintsu


